
 E² - Entrepreneurship Experience! Kansas was founded by risk-takers and continues to benefit from the creative 

minds of those who live here. An entrepreneur is someone who sees possibilities others don’t see and strives to make them 

a reality. He or she envisions a future and then dedicates hard work and passion to bring it about. Entrepreneurs can create 

their own future while improving the lives of others. 

 A group of students in the 3rd through 5th grades in Decatur county are participating in an E² class – 

Entrepreneurship Experience. They have learned that: 

 anyone can be an entrepreneur 

 goods and services affect what we can buy and sell 

 needs and wants require people to make choices 

 product scarcity requires people to make choices 

 an entrepreneur sees opportunities no one else sees and works to make them happen 

 setting goals is important in all aspects of life 

The last lesson for the spring class will engage the group in creating a budget and learning to live within that 

budget. This entrepreneurship experience group will have the opportunity to meet again in the fall to complete additional 

lessons on counting back change, communication skills, ethics, legal responsibilities, and wrap up by visiting an 

entrepreneur business. 

Today’s teen leaders and inventors are part of a long line of young entrepreneurs throughout history. Believe it or 

not, many of the world’s most incredible minds started displaying their brilliance very young, coming up with television, 

telephones and trampolines, as well as braille, calculators, popsicles and ear muffs – all before their 20th birthdays! 

As adults, we are challenged with the task to mentor and coach these “out of the box” young people without 

getting frustrated, impatient or simply “over our heads” with their thought processes. Dr. Tim Elmore, founder of 

Growing Leaders, has researched possibilities arriving at the following guidelines in encouraging entrepreneurship. 

Help them perceive problems as invitations. All of the previously listed inventions started with a problem. The 

students perceived that particular problem as a possibility. They welcomed the challenges as formal invitations to discover 

something and create something. It’s all in how we see our challenges. As adults, we should model excitement for our 

students when problems surface. Leaders are positively challenged when they spot adversity, instead of being drained by 

it. 

Walk the balance between guiding and guarding. Often, young entrepreneurs live “out of the box.” They can 

come up with crazy ideas along the way. Our job is to not rain on their parade; some of those wacky ideas may become an 

invention we never imagined. At the same time, we must guard them from doing something damaging, if they lack 

foresight. Think ahead for them, but don’t restrict their innovation. A friend of Dr. Elmore’s says, “When a new idea pops 

up, don’t say ‘How?’ say ‘Wow!’” Then, brainstorm the steps to take. 

 Introduce them to your experience and resource people. Young entrepreneurs may possess far more creativity 

than you do. What they may lack are your contacts and experience. What if you listed the experiences you’ve had and the 

key people you know who could resource them as they “invent?” Then, share thoughts with them or introduce them to 

your friends over coffee. 

 Reward both effort and outcomes. For entrepreneurs, creating something new can be both exhilarating and 

exhausting. When trial becomes error, they may need encouragement. Foster a “growth mindset” in them by affirming 

strategies and effort – even when there are no results. In fact, use the word “yet.” Encourage them by saying something 

like, “We’ve not got our answer…yet.” Always reward all tangible progress. 

 Summer is quickly approaching with more unstructured time available for our youth. Encourage them to use their 

creative minds by researching opportunities available within their communities that are not being fulfilled. 

 A couple of ideas from our group of young entrepreneurs expressed interest in businesses that would shop for 

elderly residents who weren’t physically able and exercise and care for companion pets in the absence of their owners. 

 Generation Z promises to be entrepreneurial. As adults, we must assume the role of mentor and coach to 

encourage their excitement. 

 Our local 4-H programs encourage creativity within project areas with emphasis on community involvement. 

Contact your local Twin Creeks Extension District office in Norton, Decatur or Sheridan counties to take 

advantage of the benefits of participating as a 4-H member that stresses positive youth development. #TrueLeaders; #4-

HGrowsHere. 

Information in this article has been adapted from Dr. Tim Elmore, founder of Growing Leaders. 
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